
Utility and Economic enefits of lectr chromic Smart indows

Windows have very significant direct and indirect impacts on building energy consumption, load shape,
and peak demand. Electrochronllc switchable glazings can potentially provide substantial reductions in an
aspects of cooling and lighting electricity usage. The solar-optical properties of electrochromic coatings
vary over a wide range in response to·an applied electrical signal. This control can be driven by a
combination of occupant needs, external environmental conditions, building operating strategies, and
electricity demand minimization The impact of an electrochromic on the
intrinsic properties of the coating, the of the coating within a window and many
parameters related to building strategy, orientation, and location.

This study explores the benefits of electrochromics in £'l'n1~n'!'.1lI'Mli:!nn to other available
and emerging These effects are in office buildings in a hot southern
California climate as a function of window and building characteristics. The
DOE-2 energy simulation program was used to model the of these
coatings, for both thermal and substantial savings are demonstrated
compared to conventional glazings, but and total energy COIlsu:mptl0][l~
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SPt~ctllaH.V selective solar control glazings are not entirely

for these purposes because of the static (i.. e. ,
nature of their properties.

Mechanical shading devices are typically used to reduce
solar gains and occupant visual discomfort resulting .from

or directly transmitted Switchable glazings,
glazings whose solar- and visible-optical properties are
variable, may meet the above and eliminate
the need for shading devices.
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ethodology

electrical current from a clear or bleached, high
transmittance state to a colored, absorptive or reflective,
low-transmittance state.

1) Tinted: an IGU with a gray tinted glazing (with no
coating) on the outside and a clear glazing on the
inside.

comparison to static solar control windows. The fragile
nature of some selective and electrochromic coatings may
limit their use to insulated glazing units (lGD's) or
laminated glazings in which the coating is not exposed to
the surroundings. For this reason, all five window
prototypes were treated as IGU's. In order to isolate the
effects of window solar-optical properties, the single U
value of 0.35 Btu/hr-ft2_oF, typical of many IGU's
incorporating coatings, was used for all five prototypes.
Lower U-values are easily attainable, but would provide
little additional benefit in southern Califorma *

The five window prototypes are defined below. Their
performance properties are listed in Table 1*

2) Reflective: an IGU with a bronze reflective glazing
(with a coating on the #2 surface) on the outside and a
clear glazing on the inside.

Broad-band electrochromic: an IGU with an
electrochromic glazing (with the electrochromic
coating on the #2 surface) on the outside and a clear
glazing on the inside. The electrochromic glazing
switches from transmitting to absorbing over the
entire solar radiation spectrum, as shown in

lao for a given visible
transmittance, the corresponding shading coefficient is
higher than it would be if the window switched to a
more reflective state. This results in higher solar heat
gain through the window.

Static solar control window prototypes:

Electrochromic window 1l"\<ft"j(''\t..n.lh7~1C&C!·

3) Spectrally selective: an IGU with a green tinted
glazing (with a spectrally selective coating on the #2
surface) on the outside and a clear glazing on the
inside.

5) Narrow-band electrochromlc: an IGU with an
electrochromic glazing (with the electrochromic
coating on the #2 surface) on the outside and a clear
glazing on the inside. The electrochromic glazing
switches from transmitting to reflecting in the visible
portion of the solar spectrum while maintaining a
minimum transmittance and a high reflectance in the
infrared portion of the solar spectrum, as shown in
Figure lb. for a given visible

Preliminary studies on the use of switchable glazings in
commercial buildings. have indicated significant potential
for reducing peak demand and energy consumption
[Neeper and McFarland 1982; Coutier et al. 1983; Rauh
et al. 1986; Fine and McElroy 1990]. Electrochromic
glazings have the greatest potential in commercial building
applications because the control of their solar-optical
properties can be linked directly to a building's energy
management system. The solar radiation entering a
building space can be actively maintained at an optimum
level by directly controlling the transmittance of an
electrochromic glazing, rather than passively controlling
the transmitqmce with incident solar radiation or glazing
temperature. Active control with direct links to building
energy management systems will generally result in
maximum demand and energy savings, and will thus be of

interest for application in utility demand-side
mama~gelnellt programs.

The economic of an electrochromic glazing
material on the material's spectral response,
visual .. ·~""" .. +,... ....,.",....." .. ~hty response reversibility of charge,
power reaUlremlents .. and as well as the ability
to manufacture expanses of coated

Current research efforts are focused on the
ultimate of electrochromic devices that
can be ma_ss-·nr(1dllCe,d at an incremental cost to building
owners more than standard
double This would make switchable window
glBlZlI12S ecc~nomJJ~aljlV viable in addition to their

they are intended to eliminate the need
for most OP(~raOle which typically cost

to maintenance at
additional cosL needed to
handle lower reulresent additional first
cost

This is deSll211ed to ~~JI'"',.,(71lr~Q; additional n,::l>11"1"..n.1~1t'1!"'Il.~nl"'Q,

data for gaulgul2 the market for a successful
electrochromic as well as the benefits for

demand-side programs~

We chose five window prototypes a range of
solar control to evaluate the demand and
energy of electrochromic windows in
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transmittance, the shading coefficient and the
corresponding solar heat gain are minimized. For any
visible transmittance value, the narrow-band
electrochromic thus has a lower solar heat gain than the
broad-band electrochromic window.

1.0.,....-----------···-··C_OIIO_r"'ed__--.

0.8

0.6 .

(3)

The two electrochromic window prototypes considered in
this study are idealized. In practice, electrochromic
windows would not have such sharply defined property
boundaries. It is possible to design many other
electrochromic window configurations whose
performances are intermediate between those of the two
electrochromic window prototypes examined in this study.
The descriptions and energy performance characteristics
of several more configurations are provided in Reilly
et aL [1991].

Building Module

In order to estimate the relative impacts of electrochromic
windows on building peak electricity demand and total and
component electricity consumption, we used the
DOE-2.1D building energy analysis program [Curtis et al.
1984] to simulate the energy performance of a
prototypical office building module. The building module
consisted of a l00-ft-square core zone surrounded by four
identical lOO-ft-by-15-ft perimeter zones facing the
cardinal directions. Each perimeter zone was divided into
ten office spaces of equal size (Figure 2). Other details of
the office building module are given in Johnson et al.
[1985]& Blythe, a hot inland southern
California climate, was chosen for analysis purposes.
Cooling loads that are heavily influenced by solar heat

often comprise the largest portion of electricity
demand and in the perimeter zones of
commercial in this climate.

0.4-

0.2

0.5 1.0

WAVELENGTH (f.L)

2.0

Each zone in the office building module was assumed to
be served by its own constant-volume, variable
temperature HVAC system. This simplified mechanical
system configuration was used to isolate building zones
and their window-related energy consumption&

(b)

1.0 2.0

WAVELENGTH (IJ..)

1'Q Solar Transmittance Spectra of the (aJ Broad
band .Electrochromic and (b) Narrow-band Eleetro
chromic Glazing Prototypes

The window-to-wall ratio (WvVR), the window area
eXl)reSSea as a fraction of the total exterior facade area,
was varied from 0 to 0.6 (0 to 0.85 of the floor-to-ceiling
wall area) on aU building module orientations. The
average speculative office building might have a WWR of
0.25 or 0.3, while a WWR of 0.6 would be representative
of an executive office space.

Operable shading devices are installed in most commercial
buildings. However, we have observed that they are rarely
used effectively with conventional static windows.
Electrochromic windows, on the other hand, are intended
to alleviate the need for most mechanical shading devices.
Therefore, the use of operable shades was not considered
in this analysis. Previous analyses of conventional
windows with operable shading devices are described in
Johnson et ala [1985] and Usibelli et ale [1985].
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esults
Plan

OUf simulation results indicate that electrochromic
windows can be effective in reducing peak:
electricity demand and electricity consumption in
commercial buildings in southern California in comparison
to static windows. Several categories of simulation results
are useful in comparing the performances of
electrochromic and static windows. For best
understanding, we begin by presenting lighting and
cooling electricity usage results, followed by total
electricity consumption, peak electricity demand, HVAC
equipment sizing, and, finally, economic impacts.

Annual lighting Electricity Consumption

All energy results are presented in terms of the floor areas
of the zones involved. Because the core zone is
not affected by window energy it is omitted
from the results.

We emphasize the benefits of using electrochromic
windows and lighting controls together to take advantage
of as much daylight as possible, while minimizing solar
heat gain and Lighting controls would
not typically be used with static reflective windows, which
have a low visible transmittance. could be used with
tinted or selective windows, but their use in
eXJstU:12 bl11l1(lm~zs is rare, due in to the difficulties of
ffialna,grnl2 the associated shading in an effective
manner. For reference, many of the static window results
are both without lighting controls and with
continuous controls.

The two electrocbromic windows have a higher visible
transmittance therefore, outperform all three static
windows in terms of lighting electricity reduction. (Clear
glazing would a curve similar to those of the
electrochromics, but would not be used in
southern California climates due to the associated
excessive glare and high loads.) The tinted and
spectrally selective windows chosen for this study have

the same visible transmittance and perform

3 annual lighting electricity usage with the
five window prototypes in the west zone at a
11,gJt1tUJl2 power density of 1.5 . Lighting electricity
usage remains constant at 4.1 kWh/ft2 for all five
windows at all WWR's if electric lighting controls are not
used When are employed (CD), the relative
benefits of each window type become obvious. The higher
the visible transmittance of a window, the more daylight it
admits into a space at a time. This affords more
treQu~ent opportunities to reduce electric lighting usage.

100 it

12 it

Elevation

15 fa
Window height varies

Core zone

l1UUa,tne Module Used in the DOE-2
Simulations

5.5 It

The zones were modeled both with no H2Jtl,tll1UZ

controls and with continuous controls~

The reference for the continuous dimming lighting
controls was located 10 feet the center line of
each office space & An interior illuminance of
50 fc was to be maintained at this reference The

consumed a minimum of 10% of fun
paJraSJlUC losses& l~o meet the needs

DUlllQ]Ln2: AU'-'UUL.1V.. we modeled a hardware
an installed power of

1.5 the current State of California
Title 24 standard~

The was used to modulate
the visible transmittances of the electrochromlc windows
in the simulations to without

or excessive solar If the interior level
exceeded 50 the electrochromic windows were
modulated between their minimum and maximum visible
transmittances to 50 fc at the reference point, with
the minimum electric lighting power being used.. If the
interior level fell below the setpoint with
the electrochrom1c windows at their maximum visible

the continuous controls adjusted
the electric to the remainder of the reclullred
50 fc at the reference
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Annual Cooling Electricity Consumption

6.,...------------------.

BLYTHE, CA

Wesl Zone, 1.5 W/ft
2 Annual cooling electricity usage results in the west

perimeter zone at a lighting power density of 1.5 W/ftz

are shown in Figure 4. The narrow-band electrochromic
window, used in conjunction with continuous dimming
lighting controls, clearly outperforms the other four
window prototypes used with or without lighting controls.
This is a result of its dynamic switching over a range of
low shading coefficients, which minimizes solar heat gain,
as well as its switching over a wide range of visible
transmittances, which allows for the most effective use of
daylight to offset the use of heat-producing electric lights.
The annual cooling energy usage associated with the
narrow-band electrochromic window does not increase
with increasing WWR, as it does with the other windows.
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Window- to - Wall Ra tio

The broad-band electrochromic window yields much lower
cooling loads than does the tinted window, even though
the shading coefficient of the broad-band electrochromic
window in its bleached state (0.84) is much higher than
that of the tinted window (0.54). This result is
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0.0

30 Annual Lighting Electricity Consumption for
the Five Window Prototypes in the West Perimeter Zone BLYTHE, CA

Wesl Zone. 1.5 W/ft
2
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Figure 4'8 Annual Cooling Electricity Consumption for
the Five Window Prototypes in the West Perimeter Zone

similarly. Note that it takes a WWR of about 0.6 with a
tinted or selective window to achieve the same level of
lighting electricity savings that the electrochromic
windows provide at a WWR of 0.3. Far less lighting
electricity savings are associated with the reflective
window because of its low visible transmittance (0.10).

The amount of daylight that enters a space over time
increases with increasing WWR, resulting in an increased

for energy savings. Annual
energy consumption falls rapidly for transmissive glazings
as WWR increases initially, then begins to level ouL The
WWR at which incremental lighting energy savings begin
to vanish is determined by the visible transmittance of the
window. The electrochromic windows reach this point of
marginal returns at a WWR of about 0.3 because of their
high visible transmittance in the bleached state. Lighting
energy associated with the static windows
continues to decrease throughout the WWR range shown
in 3, although it never quite reaches the lowest
level realized with the electrochromic windows.
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attributable to the operation of the broad-band
electrochronllc window at visible transmittances with
corresponding shading coefficients that are lower than that
of the tinted window throughout most of the year.
However, the broad-band electrochromic window can be
outperformed by the· reflective and spectrally selective
windows. The shading coefficients of these windows are
lower than the annual average shading coefficient at which
the broad-band electrochromic window operates.

Alternatively, the broad-band electrochronllc window
could be controlled to minimize the cooling load, rather
than being controlled to meet the lighting requirements in
a space. Using such a control strategy with this window
could decrease the cooling load to less than that associated
with the spectrally selective window" However, the
reflective wip.dow win always yield a lower cooling load
because its shading coefficient (0.20) is lower than the
minimum shading coefficient of the broad-band electro
chromic window (0.26).

Window-la-Wall Ratio

Cooling energy requirements in the south and east perime
ter zones are somewhat smaller in magnitude, but the
trends are otherwise similar to those in the west zone.

BLYTHE, CA
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5" Annual Cooling Electricity Consumption for
the Five Window Prototypes in the North Perimeter Zone

Figure 6" Total Perimeter Zone Annual Electricity
Consumption for the Five Window Prototypes

nnual Electricity Consumption

5 shows annual usage results in
the north zone, analogous to the west perimeter
zone results shown in 4. It is clear that the
electrochronllc windows do not a substantial
Qu~mtjltatlve aa'{anlta~~e over the static windows in terms of

&:lloICJbrot"1l"'1I"11-V.l usage in the north zone, where
loads are much lower than those in the other perimeter
zonese In when used with lighting controls, the

selective window virtually the same
energy results as the narrow-band electrocmomic

window $ This is a consequence of the reduction in electric
Hgntlng·-mlC1.u(~eaV·"'..JA.&.Jl..llJ>O., attributable to which
has a more substantial effect on energy r(.....lllln·lt-~-

ments in the north zone$

We now examine total annual the
COlnpC)ne:nts of which are the and lighting

COtlSumJ:~tlo,ndiscussed We begin with a "base-
line U module a module with no
....'ll11l1I'lrl ..."...,;lcrt \ to assess the of windows on total elec-

C011su.mt»t!Oln in the Figure 6 shows that
a.1a.I"~~1II1"11h.l are consumed annually in a

-nCJb~'1I11"11"'ll':a.t'~~ office of the building module, of
~llnlt"llt'1i'W'l~iV s:.lIll~I"1r'Mf"'.'1hl accounts for 401 kWhlft2 at a

HgjltlrL~ power density of 105 W/ft2 Figure 6 illustrates
the influence of area for each window type on
the building perimeter total consumptiono Results
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are shown for the tinted, reflective, and spectrally
selective windows with (CD) and without (ND) lighting
controls, along with results for the two electrochromic
windows with lighting controlse

The performance characteristics of the window type, the
use of lighting controls, and the relative magnitudes of the
lighting and cooling loads determine whether an electricity
consumption curve reaches a minimum and then increases,
or decreases steadily with increasing WWR. Lighting
electricity consumption is independent of WWR without
lighting controls, but decreases with WWR when lighting
controls are employede In general, the greater a window's
area, the greater is its impact on building energy
performance. Consequently, the electricity consumption
curves diverge most at the maximum WWR examined,
0.6. The increases in cooling electricity consumption with
increasing WwR and decreases in lighting energy
consumption a daylighted building) cause this
divergence.

Total electricity consumption is always greater for the
building module with static windows of any size without
lighting controls than for a windowless building. The
introduction of lighting controls to take

of initially reduces electricity
COllSU.m]:)tlo,n below that of a building with no windowse
The selective window and broad-band electrochromic
window curves reach minimum

then increase, but they never rise above the
baseline The consumption curves
for the reflective window and the narrow-band
electrochronllc window decrease monotonically with

window area. the
associated with the narrow-band electrochromic window is
api,roxu:natelV 2 less than that associated with the
reflective window at WWR's than o. making it
the lowest total electricity usage associated with any
window at each WWRo In the total usage
in the building with the narrow-band
electrochromic window remains constant at
608 kWh/ft2 at WWR's greater than O.2~

The impacts of control use and of relative cooling
and load sizes on annual electricity consumption
can be seen the performance of the selective
window with lighting controls to the performance of the
broad-band electrochronllc window. The broad-band
electrochromic window does not outperform the static
selective window at any WWR.. This is because the
incremental electricity savings achieved with the
broad-band electrochromic window beyond a WWR of 0.2

are consistently less than the associated cooling electricity
increase, causing the total consumption to riseo The
incremental cooling electricity with the selective glazing is
lower than that with the broad-band electrochromic
because its fixed shading coefficient of 0.30 is lower than
the average shading coefficient of the electrochromic,
which varies from 0.26 to 0080. However, as explained
previously, the broad-band electrochromic window could
be controlled in response to solar heat gain in an office
building, thereby reducing the cooling load while still
providing some lighting energy savings through
daylighting. In the future, we will explore this and other
more sophisticated control algorithms to
minimize total consumption and operating cost.

Control of the narrow-band electrochronllc window
interior illuminance level is effective in minimizing
lighting, cooling, and total electricity consumption.
Cooling electricity usage remains constant with increasing
WWR, and is approximately equal to that in the baseline
building. Cooling consumption above that in the baseline
building would signify inadequate control of solar heat
gain through the window. Lighting electricity savings
reach the point of returns at a WWR of about

thus, the narrow-band electrochromic window has a
stable and low on energy at

WWR's.

The total electricity consumption curves for the two
electrochronUc windows show the significance of the
difference in their shading coefficient ranges.
Because illuminance levels are used to control the visible
transmittances of the windows, electricity savings
are the same for the two windows. Thus the higher total
electricity consumption associated with the broad-band
electrochromic is attributable to its shading
coefficient range.

Electricity Demand

7 shows building perimeter peak electricity demand
results for the five window types at a lighting power
density of Ie5 W/ftz• As a frame of reference, note that
the baseline peak electricity demand is 4.2 W/ftz• The
trends demonstrated for total electricity consumption also
apply to the peak demand results.. As an exception, the
peak electricity demand associated with the broad-band
electrochromic window is nearly the same as that
associated with the spectrally selective window at all
WWR's. Recall that the broad-band electrochromic
window performed slightly worse than the
selective window in terms of total electricity COIlsumpi'tlon.

Utility and Economic Benefits of Electrochromic Smart Windows ow 1,,243
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8~ Total Perimeter Zone Chiller Sizing for
Selected Window Prototypes

'"fo obtain a true picture of the cost-effectiveness of
electrochromic glazings, we must examine all of the costs
and benefits associated with their use. The use of
electrochromic windows win reduce building operating
costs by reducing the annual cost of electricity, in terms
of both energy and demand. It may also facilitate first-cost
savings by eliminating the need for conventional interior
shades, blinds, or drapes. Electrochromics will reduce the
initial cost of the HVAC system since a smaller system
win be required. In some instances, a smaller chiller
delivering reduced air volumes through smaller ducts in a
multistory building will result in a smaller floor-to-floor
dimension, since the plenum depth can be reduced. This
will provide very substantial first-cost savings. Other
economic benefits of electrochromlc windows include the
indirect benefits of improved thermal and visual comfort
resulting from the ability of electrochromics to reduce
overheating and glare. The value of worker productivity
far exceeds energy costs in buildings, so that even a sman
improvement in productivity can greatly increase the cost
effectiveness of this application. Additional studies are
needed to quantify these indirect benefits.

Figure 9 shows the annual energy usage and costs by load
component for three window options (the tinted window
with and without controls and the narrow-band

H C Equipment

the narrow-band electrochronllc window
nnr"nP>1"t"n'f"rnQ the other four windows at aU WWR's. The

demand associated with the narrow-band
electrochromlc is between 3.1 W/ft? and 3.7 W/ftz at
WWR's between 0.15 and 0 .. 6 .. In contrast, a building
n&llo11"'11"'ra&:l>t/::&11'" with tinted windows and no lighting controls has
a demand of 6.2 at a WWR of 0.6.

The use of In

win result in reductions in chiller
size and associated HVAC size.

S shows the chiller capacity associated
with three window options and two window sizes in the
four zones. At a WWR of the narrow-band
electrochromic window reduces chiller capacity by 13 %
compared to the tinted window without lighting controls,
and 9 % to the same window with lighting
controls. At the WWR of 0.6, the corresponding
chiller reductions are 25 % and 20 %~ The related
reductions in cooling loads should also result in the
cI{)'wn:~17.1rnO' of many associated HVAC system components

as well as additional annual energy savings
due to fan power reductions. The savings ultimately
realized win depend on specifics of HVAC system design,
'VtJ,,,,,.aU''-'A'-'JUII., and controL
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Window-lo-Wall Ratio

Electrochromics will first impact niche markets in which
their performance provides benefits that are not attainable
with other technologies. Commercial buildings in which
large windows are required for the owners' marketing
needs are one example of this. Therefore, in the economic
calculations that we consider the building with
large view windows (a WWR of comparing the
conventional tinted window type without lighting controls
to the narrow-band electrochronllc window with lighting
controls in a west-facing zone. We use the results
discussed above and the cost of utility rebate
and incentive programs to estimate the economic ................R" ....."' .....

of electrochromics.

area to window area is approximately 2, each square foot
of narrow-band electrochromlc window reduces peak
demand by an average of 6..0 W in a highly glazed
building perimeter.
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The annual energy shown in 6 are
converted to cost at a rate of
$.10/kWh. This figure represents an average of summer
and winter (on-peak and mid-peak) time-of-use rates for
large commercial buildings in SCE's service area. Annual
operating costs are reduced with the
electrochromic window in the case of the window
area. in de.mand of 3 add
per year, assuming demand "1II"1l'!:A"rCV"""G;J

a period of four months per year.
assumptions are since we are g1'U''\1\T1Ino-

average values to the west
total annual energy and demand

of floor area are eX1Dec~te(1.

As electrochrormc windows wired to a
energy will allow for

reductions in chiller and associated HVAC
For estimation purposes, we assume a total installed

cost of the HVAC
for a reduction m chiller capacity of

and a cost of

Utilities are increasingly financial incentives and
rebates to builders who use energy ......... AJL'-'JI. .....JIUI...",1 t€~nnOJl02;1es

that reduce demand and seE has been
among the leaders in the electric utilities C01LD.nlUnLlty who

At a WWR of our module contains
approximately 0.5 ft2 of for each square foot of
perimeter zone floor area, as noted above. Thus, the
savings estimated above for each square foot of floor area
can be readily converted to savings per square foot of
electrochromic window area by two.

electrochromic) and two window sizes in the west
n,::ll.11"1!n"'~,:tr.t&ll>1!" zones At a WWR of the use of the narrow-
band electrochromic window saves 51 % of the energy
consumed with the tinted window without lighting controls
and 37 % of the energy used with that window with
llg.llUIJlg controls. At the larger window size, a WWR of

the savings rise to 66 % and 57 %.
With windows, cooling electricity reductions
reductions in energy consumed by the chiller and
account for the share of the savings. Note that as
window area increases, the energy usage with the
electrochromlc window decreases while the
energy usage with the conventional window rises sharply.

90 Annual Electricity Consumption and Cost by
Load Component for Selected Window Prototypes in the
West Perimeter Zone

UAJ,:::;'J.ll.3..lv4:u..at. additional result from. reductions in
demand. the same three window options

at a WWR of 0.6 for the n&ll>1!"'1l1t"'lr"ll.:Ilo1"&ll>1!"

demand is reduced from 6.1 for the
nondaylighted case, to 4.7 (a 23 % savings) for the

case, and then to a minimum of
(a 49% savings) for the electrochromic,

as shown in 7. The percentage
demand are not as high as those

discussed above for electricity because the
demand results are for all four perimeter zones,

rather than the west perimeter zone only.

Note that these values, which are expressed in terms of
1Y\P11"1 n"&ll>t~lIl'li" zone floor area, can also be expressed in terms
of window area. Since the ratio of perimeter zone floor
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Climate and location

aesthetics, are not evaluated in this analysis, nor are
certain economic factors, such as the ability to command
premium rentals. Even for the speculative developer,
these results show promise, particularly since the
developer may want a high-performance, "visible"
techn.ology to provide a competitive edge in the rental
market. For a corporate developer/owner, the building is
a long-term investment in which comfort, productivity,
and image should all be enhanced by the use of
electrochromic windows .. In this case, the relatively short
payback periods, coupled with the user amenity, should
result in significant market acceptance.

Impacts

the same module, we simulated the relative
of the five window prototypes in other

climates: l.,os Angeles, Lake Charles, and
WI. demand and lighting, cooling,

and total electricity savings in these locations are similar
in and exhibit the same trends as those
demonstrated in In a heating-dominated

are associated with the
electrochromics. For example, at a WWR of 0 .. 6, annual

energy consumption with the narrow-band
electrochromic window is 14.1 kBtu/ff higher than that
with the tinted window with lighting controls and
16.2 higher than that with the tinted window
without lighting controls. However, assuming a typical
gas cost of $ O.60/therm, the incremental heating cost
associated with the electrochromic window is less than

10/ft2 of floor area. This cost is a small fraction of the
total monetary savings from the reduced cooling and
lighting consumption associated with the electrochromic
window. Furthermore, a more sophisticated heating!
cooling optimized control algorithm would be used for
electrochromics in such climates. heating periods,
the electrochromic transmittance would be increased to

demand-side management programs can have three
interrelated positive impacts on the market acceptance of
electrochromics~First, the promotion of this technology to
the customer base through a full range of information,
education, and design assistance programs win build
confidence in the technology and allow potential users to
carefully evah,mte the complex benefits .. Second, incentive
Da,rme~nts for glazing/daylighting will directly reduce the
added cost and shorten payback periods. Third,

the thoughtful use of multiple, integrated
energy win customers realize the
cost savings resulting from downsizing HVAC systems.
This will monitored data from demonstration
buildings to prove to skeptical engineers that chiner
reductions win not occupant comfort.

~ SC,

comfort and

of reduced Oeltnali1CLLighting controls:

Prescriptive incentives:

1) High-performance glass: $3/ft2 of glass
with lighting controls).

incentive: of reduced
consumption for high-performance glass + lighting
controls + high efficiency HVAC (paid in addition
to prescriptive measures).

"Performance Plus" incentive: of reduced
consumption if the total energy is reduced more
than 25 % below the California Title 24 code reQUlrlem~;;nt.

are aggressively promoting demand-side management
programs by a variety of incentive payments &

SCE's "Design for ExceHence ff program (1991) provides
the incentives that are relevant to our example.

We estitnate that electrochrom1c windows
win seH for more than conventional
double we assume a
somewhat incremental cost of . Note that
there would be an additional cost for but
that this cost is sman to the cost of

and is covered in the incentive na'lvm,enlts
listed above. it is not considered in this an~UV~~ISA

there may also be a first-cost if blinds or
can be eliminated. Four different cost/benefit scenarios for
the t\vo different first costs are in
Table 2.

For the purposes of our cost/benefit we consider
the incentive for high-performance glass.

Since the narrow-band electrochromic glazing nll'tnp''ll'''t'r\1f''n,C!

the " we assume an Plll11"~~Iplnt

incentive for the electrochromic JiO\.ll.M.At.<.LlLI1.,Mo

l~~or the range of costs and benefits assumed in this
the for the narrow-band

electrochromic window varies from three to ten years.
The annual energy and demand alone result in a
·rlv,~-rln-rl~n-·ve;::Jr n~'U~"\~f'·!r of the added cost First-
cost credits for chiner size and incentives the
n~"h-::llI""VQ to very low values of three to four years, and to
6 °6 to 7.6 years in the case of the first
cosL Note that seE's "Performance Plus" incentive
n~1jJrn,Pnt could even shorter n-::ll'l'h!:~f'!r V"".l.Jl_U..:1~

~J..I"ll'i.)'U~ll these calculations are
that electrochromic window
ll'U'::-It"1li'"-aa..rl! from a narrow enJ~meel1.n,g/eCO]10ImCpel~splectlve

Additional such as
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allow additional and solar heat into the space, until a
limit was reached. We win such control

s{rate~e:H~S in future studies.

Conclusions

The impacts of electrochromic windows on
consumption, and BVAC
equipment for office ill a
hot southern California climate. results are
summaril.'.ed below ~

1) Electrochromic windows
reductions in

~d in
commercial in to conventional
tinted and reflective solar control and even
in to introduced
selective windows. HVAC size can also
be reduced electrochromic windows. Similar

can be achieved in a wide of u.s.
climates.

2) The use of controls to take
acn{anxa{:1~e of available is important to the
success of electrochronllc windows in recluc:m2
~1'l.,",,'''''''J.1l.·VJlIi,.Y demand and total electricity usage.

For the range of window-to-wall ratios examined
(0.0 to the demand and energy benefits of
electrochromic windows in to
conventional windows increase with
Inc:reaLSll:1l2 window-to-waH ratio.

The most of electrochromic
windows in nO'f'rn-T~(,U110 llUll~C1ml~ zones, where the
associated energy and demand are Jt.LlV'\.&\.Ib:H,~

is the reduction of

The narrow-band electrochromic with its
wide range of visible transmittances and
low affords the

of the window examined in

The broad-band electrochromic window is
.......... ,.. II-"' .................'.ll..LL.II.~ in certain cases by the static spectrally
selective window and the reflective window because
the cooling load associated with the broad-band
electrochromic is higher than those associated with
the other windows. The elevated load is due
to the range of shading coefficients over
which the broad-band electrochrorrllc switches ,
in to the narrow-band electrochronllc

The addition of a reflective or selective
coating on the #3 surface to lower the
effective coefficient of this electrochromic
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window would reduce the associated cooling load
and boost its energy performance beyond that of any
statie window.

The illuminance level control strategy used with the
narrow-band electrochromic window is very effec
tive in greatly reducing the associated lighting and
cooling loads. A solar heat gain control strategy
could increase the energy performance of the broad
band electrochromlc window. We will explore the
nnE~-IHI!i"Hr~V of control algorithms for energy usage

oP1trauultl<]ID in future work.
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